
Kindergarten 
 

Grade/Subject Standard Code Qtr. 
Taught 

Standard Additional Information 

Kindergarten K-PS2-1 3rd  Forces & Motion 
1. Push/Pull (Different 

Strengths/Speed) 
2. Collisions can cause 

direction change 

LAB 
 Create 2 ramps using blocks & poster board 
 Test cars/balls traveling down ramp (pull of 

gravity) 
 Push cars into one another to see direction change 
 Can also alter ramp angle to show changes in speed 

ELA 
 Oral discussion about ramps/angles/speed 

 
 K-PS2-2  Forces & Motion - STEM 

1. Gravity alterations 
STEM Activity 

 Lead students to alter ramp height up/down to see 
difference in distance traveled 

 Put dominoes at the bottom of the ramp 
 Change car/ball size – see the effect (size matters) 

MATH 
 Count dominoes and change group size 

 
 K-PS3-1  Energy 

1. Sunlight warms Earth’s 
surfaces 
(sand/soil/rocks/water) 

2. Can add man-made 
objects to see 
temperature changes 
 

Lab 
 Use a lamp if sun is unavailable to direct heat onto 

an object (rock/sand/soil/water) and 
(plastic/glass/wood) 

 Use sense of touch to see temperature differences 

 K-PS3-2 3rd Energy – STEM 
1. Create a structure to 

reduce the suns effects 

STEM Activity 
 Using previous design of sun/lamp, construct an 

(umbrella/canopy/tent) using different materials 
(leaves/cotton(clouds)/toothpicks(branches)/cott
on material/plastic tablecloth) 

MATH 
 Ques: Which one shielded the best and why? 

 



Kindergarten 
 

Grade/Subject Standard Code Qtr. Taught Standard Additional Information 
Kindergarten K-LS1-1 4th  Organisms 

1. Plant/Animal needs for 
survival 

ELA 
 Use of varying library books with pictures for kids to 

learn the concept 
MATH 

 Could create a table including the different patterns 
of plants/animals food needs 

 Shade the whole table a light blue demonstrating the 
need for water all plants/animals have 

 K-ESS2-1 1st  Weather 
1. Type of weather based 

on region & 
time(seasons) 

2. Measurements over 
time show patterns 

MATH 
 Create a Chart monitoring # of days 

(sunny/windy/rainy) in a month 
 Make sure to laminate for use year after year 
 Create a game with objects/cards that represent 

sunny/windy/rainy/cloudy 
 Students place in categories and count # of objects  
 Group categories by same amount 

 K-ESS2-2 4th  Bio geology 
1. Plants/Animals can 

change their 
environment 

2. Creature comforts can 
affect the world 

ELA 
 Read books about animals changing their 

environments (migration) 
 Students can create their own book displaying 

organisms changing their environment 

 K-ESS3-1 4th  Earth/Humans 
1. Natural resources 

provide necessities for 
survival 

 

 K-ESS3-2 1st Natural Hazards/Humans- 
STEM 

1. Weather predictions 
help prepare 

LAB 
 Opportunity to go over tornado/fire drills 
 How has technology helped to save lives (waning 

systems/T.V./Meteorologists) 
 

 


